Some Kind of Wonderful (Treasure Harbor Book 1)

Treasure Harbor: Seven novellas centered
around a quest to find treasure hidden by a
notorious pirate, Drake Burton, in the
seventeen-hundreds. When Noreaster Igor
unearths gold coins on Bounty Beach in
Treasure Harbor, treasure seekers from
near and far converge on the town in hopes
of finding the treasure of a lifetime. Set in
the Outer Banks of North Carolina in the
seaside town of Treasure Harbor, this eight
book series features heroes and heroines
who are dealing with the fact that their
beloved town has gone treasure crazy.
Lara Callahan is a journalist living in
Philadelphia and working for the
Philadelphia Times newspaper. When her
job sends her back to her hometown of
Treasure Harbor, North Carolina in pursuit
of a story about centuries old pirates
treasure, Lara has mixed feelings. Years
ago Lara left Treasure Harbor in order to
seek a new life away from talk of buried
treasure and the hunt for the elusive pirates
booty. Her childhood was fractured by her
parents obsession with finding the lost
treasure; Lara still feels jaded about the
dysfunction she and her sister, Avery,
endured as a result. Now that shes back in
Treasure Harbor, Lara finds herself
confronted by the ghosts of the past. Ryan
Burton, her childhood best friend and the
object of her teen crush, is now a gorgeous,
kind man who is determined to find the
treasure buried by his ancestor, Drake
Burton.
Although Lara quickly finds
herself falling for Ryan, she isnt sure that
she can bear to watch someone she cares
about become so consumed with the
treasure. Ryan Burton cant believe his
eyes when Lara Callahan walks into Pirate
Pizza looking all grown up and gorgeous.
Years ago they were best friends before the
enmity of their families and the centuries
old Burton-Callahan feud tore them apart.
Now an executive at the Burton
import-export family business, Ryan is
struggling to make his family proud of his
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achievements. Now that gold coins have
washed up on Bounty Beach, the town is in
a frenzy over the elusive treasure.
Wanting to spend time with Lara, Ryan
suggests they pool their resources since
shes writing a series of articles about the
treasure and hes officially become a
treasure seeker. When romantic sparks fly
between them, Ryan finds himself
imagining a future with the spunky
journalist. But when tensions rise over the
treasure in the small seaside town, Ryan
begins to realize that he and Lara are at
odds over his pursuit of the treasure. Will
Lara and Ryan find their way to a happy
ending?
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